
CRYSTAL SPRINGS RANCH REGULATIONS

CAMPSITES Cont’d:
10) Each encircled compound of campers must include adequate space for a full size emergency response vehicle to access the
interior area of your compound. Do not completely enclose your compound.
10) Be considerate of the size of your campsite. Do not claim more area than necessary and limit the size of your site
to accommodate others.
11) No campers or campsites may be set up against a fence. At all times you must give enough space between the fence and
your campsite for security and emergency vehicles to travel.
12) No temporary fences of any kind are allowed to establish a boundary to your campsite or compound.

ARENA RULES:  
No pets allowed within 200 yards of the rodeo arena or parking area. Animals shall be leashed at ALL TIMES.
No seat reservations (including tarps, stakes, ropes, etc.) are allowed in the arena. Tarps can only be placed once
the gates are open at 6:00pm and must be removed at the end of the performance. Tarps must be occupied after
placement. Tarps placed prior to the performance, unoccupied tarps, or tarps remaining after the performance will be
removed by the Rodeo Committee.
Have photo identification with you at all times. Security will remove persons who are consuming alcohol and cannot
produce legal age identification.
Have an “age verified” wristband to consume beer in the arena.
Bags/backpacks/coolers of any size with hard sides are NOT allowed in the Crystal Springs Rodeo arena. Crystal
Springs Rodeo, Inc. reserves the right to search and remove any package or container or their contents.
Sealed, bottled water 32 oz. or less, soft sided single juice or milk containers for children, and liquids required for
legitimate medical purposes are the only outside beverages permitted into the Crystal Springs Rodeo arena.

Beer, liquor, wine, flavored water, performance beverages (Gatorade, Powerade, etc.), and pop are NOT
permitted into the arena and will be confiscated by Security.

The Crystal Springs Rodeo permits rodeo fans to bring food into the rodeo arena.
For the general safety of all rodeo fans, the following items are not allowed into the arena: dogs, fireworks, flasks, guns
or weapons of any kind.
Campers MUST exit Gate 2 after the rodeo, unless you parked at Gate 1 for (ADA "handicap") parking

SOUTH DAKOTA LAWS
ARRESTS:   Security is responsible for ALL South Dakota laws and Officers may make arrests, including for the following

* It is illegal for a person under 21 to possess or drink alcoholic beverages.
* It is illegal for a person to provide a minor with any alcoholic beverages.
* It is illegal to be in physical control of a vehicle while under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
* It is illegal to have an open container, an alcoholic beverage, in a vehicle.

VEHICLE SEARCH:  All vehicles and personal property are subject to search upon entry and at all times while on the Ranch.  If 
you do not consent to a search, you may be asked to leave the Ranch – NO REFUNDS.

PROHIBITED ITEMS ON RANCH
1) Illegal substances of any kind; 2) Firearms of any kind; 3) Glass containers or bottles; 4) More alcohol

than reasonable for personal consumption; 5) Furniture or carpeting; 6) Pets off leashes; 7) Kegs

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT YOU RECEIVED THE RULES
BY AND WEARING A WRISTBAND I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I 
RECEIVED THE RANCH REGULATIONS AND I WILL ABIDE BY THESE REGULATIONS. I 
FURTHER AGREE TO THE FOLLOWING: I understand that I shall follow South Dakota State Law and the
Ranch Regulations. If I or my group do not follow the Regulations and Law, I understand that I may be evicted
from the ranch without a refund, be fined, arrested, subject to civil or criminal proceedings, and/or permanently 
banned. I understand my vehicle and personal property is subject to search at all times. I understand that 
I am responsible all items of personal property

Crystal Springs Rodeo, Inc. and/or any of its management, officers, or directors is not liable for any personal loss, injury, death, property 
damage or other harm suffered by spectators, vendors, lessors, guests at any events or activities on the Ranch. 

ARENA RULES:  

you do not consent to a search, you may be asked to leave the Ranch 
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